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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This comprehensive deliverable describes operational aspects and the technical validations
performed on both the RIFE Lab Testbed at Gifi.Net in Barcelona and on the Field Trial
comprising 5 villages in Tarragona.
The document presents the final RIFE architecture, explains the reasons behind the Field Trial
design decisions that were taken and describes the equipment, the deployments and
configurations. Additional information is given about the satellite installations.
The procedures for accessing the facilities are given and the monitoring points and capabilities
are described, before the validation process and the measurement results on both the fronthaul
(dissemination strategies, including DTN) and backhaul (e.g., multicast gain and edge caching)
network elements are presented. Some software de-bugging and operational issues are
included, to show the insights that were gained for subsequent developments and deployments
in the field of ICN.
The excellent results demonstrate the reliability and stability of the - albeit prototype - software
and provide a now-proven technology basis that is being further exploited and enhanced in
other related H2020 projects.
Apart from measurements made on the Lab testbed and the Field Trial, knowledge was gained
through experiments on Lightweight Edge Computing made on other nodes of the Guifi.Net
network in Barcelona and the OpenSAND satellite emulator. These are also described in this
deliverable.
The obtained results are used in combination with the socio-economic validation in deliverable
D4.2: Report on Socio-Economic Validation.
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1 INTRODUCTION
This document provides the technical details of the resulting experimental facilities deployed
and put into service as part of Task T4.3 (Field Trial) of work package WP4 (Evaluation & Field
Trial) of the RIFE project.

RIFE
RIFE (architectuRe for an Internet For Everybody ) is an H2020 funded project that addresses
the major societal challenge of providing affordable Internet access to those who cannot afford
it, by solving the technological challenge to increase the efficiency of the underlying transport
networks and the involved architectures and protocols. The RIFE solution harnesses unused
transmission capacity, combined with placing content caches and service functionality closer to
the user and uses heterogeneous transmission opportunities that range from localized mesh
and home networks over well-connected ISP backhauls to scarce satellite resources. RIFE builds
upon recent advances on ICN and DTN by developing optimized dissemination strategies for the
involved transport networks, unified within a novel communication architecture that provides
clear abstractions to application developers. We have developed, deployed and showcased our
solution in a real-life setting within a large-scale community network in Spain, demonstrating
the technology and economic opportunities that the RIFE platform provides. We have also
complemented our real-life Field Trial with a Lab Testbed and emulation scenarios to enable the
evaluation of our novel resource management schemes at scale, while integrating with our
prototype platform. The involvement of a technology, equipment, satellite and community
network provider has enabled the maximizing of the commercial exploitation of RIFE within real
deployments and towards standards communities within the IETF/IRTF and beyond, placing RIFE
in the centre of a growing community of practitioners that all share the same goal: making the
Internet affordable to everybody!

Document structure
Section 2.1 overviews the general terms and conditions for using the experimental facilities.
Section 2.2 presents the basic concepts of the technologies to be tested and the network that
hosts the experimental facilities. Section 2.3 reviews the design requirements and describes the
commonalities of the two experimental facilities (the Lab Testbed in Barcelona and the Field
Trial in Tarragona) while Sections 2.6 and 2.7 describe the particularities of the Barcelona and
Tarragona deployments respectively. Section 2.8 describes how experiments were also made on
another part of the Guifi.Net network, and Section 2.9 addresses the satellite aspects of the Field
Trial.
Section 3 explains the monitoring framework, before Sections 4 and 5 present the fronthaul and
backhaul validation procedures, scenarios and results.
Section 6 concludes the document.

© RIFE Consortium 2015-2018
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2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Two experimental facilities have been deployed, one in Tarragona and one in Barcelona. The
Tarragona deployment is a production network with actual end-users in several villages and
towns surrounding the city of Tarragona. The Barcelona's deployment is a partial reproduction
of the Tarragona's facilities hosted in a laboratory of the Computer Architecture Department of
UPC in the city of Barcelona. Both deployments are made in infrastructure mode according to
the Guifi.Net terminology and are integrated into the Guifi.Net network and have Internet
access through optical fibre connections. The Tarragona deployment has two Very Small
Aperture Terminals (VSATs) provided by AVANTI Communications Group plc (a RIFE partner).
Both deployments are operated by the Guifi.Net Foundation.

Terms and conditions
The experimental facilities described in this document are to be used only under the following
conditions.
Access
These are experimental facilities meant to be used within the RIFE consortium, i.e. in an
environment of trust. Thus, no specific policies for access control have been implemented. The
users are given full access (root access) to all the resources. By accessing them, the users commit
to use them properly and just for tasks related to the RIFE project.
Experiments workflow
The Tarragona Field Trial deployment is an operational network involving tens of end-users, thus
network stability must be preserved, covering some hundreds of square kilometres. Therefore,
in-the-field interventions must be minimized. In contrast, the Barcelona Lab Testbed
deployment is a facility that is meant for experimentation and is very accessible. Any experiment
must first be successfully performed in Barcelona Lab Testbed facility before being run in the
Tarragona Field Trial deployment. If any exception must be made to this general rule, it must
be proved that the exception is reasonable (e.g. because direct access to VSAT is required) and
evidences that the experiment will not jeopardize the Field Trial facility must be provided to the
Guifi.Net Foundation.
Reconfigurations
Users may change the configuration parameters of the resources to suit their needs, but they
must revert these changes once they have finished using the resources. The management
settings (IPs, VLANs, routes, tables, rules, etc.) cannot be modified in any case.

Background
This section provides the minimal background needed to understand the work presented in this
document. Further information can be found in the references provided at the end of the
document.

© RIFE Consortium 2015-2018
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HTTP/IP-over-ICN Background
The system architecture used by the RIFE project (Figure 1) aims to replace the network of an
individual network operator, so as to improve the IP-based services that it offers to its
customers. RIFE is a drop-in replacement of the existing network. That is, it does not require any
changes to the existing IP User Equipment (UE) connecting to the operator’s network, or to the
IP routers/gateways of other interconnected operators. This is achieved by combining an ICN,
which forms the core of the RIFE network, with a set of NAPs, which reside at the periphery of
the RIFE network, serving as gateways between the IP and ICN worlds.
The baseline architecture1 was derived from the FP7 PURSUIT ICN architecture2, in which the
end-user nodes can publish and subscribe to named information items. This publish/subscribe
architecture is facilitated by three core functions: a Rendezvous (RV) function that matches
publisher and subscriber nodes; a Topology Management (TM) function that calculates paths
between the various nodes and encodes them into Forwarding Identifiers (FIDs); and, a
Forwarding Node (FN) function that allows data items to be forwarded in the network based on
the FIDs.

Figure 1: System Architecture

ICN functionalities:
•

Network Attachment Point In order to preserve the IP interfaces towards UEs and other
operators, RIFE uses a gateway approach. The NAPs, e.g. the access gateways of
customers to the network, or the gateways of the network to peering networks or
operator server resources, handle all the offered protocols at the IP interface, either
directly as IP packets, or, if possible, as transport or application layer messages, for
example, as HTTP messages1 3.4. Furthermore, the NAPs provide standard gateway
functions such as NAT, firewalling and dynamic IP address assignment, wherever it is
required. As a result, the RIFE network appears like a standard IP network to UEs as well

© RIFE Consortium 2015-2018
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as peering networks. Thus, this NAP implementation allows us to use an IP-over-ICN
abstraction in the Field Trial. The NAP function can also be used as a GateWay (GW) to
the Internet.
•

Forwarder (FWD) A core function is that of delivering the information from the source(s)
to the sink(s), i.e., the publisher(s) to the subscriber(s). This operation is aligned with the
Topology Manager (TM) function in that the forwarding information determined in the
TM function is used in the forwarding operation. Standard Software Defined Networking
(SDN) switches are used for the Forwarding (FWD) functionality. These SDN switches are
realized as software running on off-the-shelf Linux boxes rather than dedicated
hardware SDN switches. This helps us to work within the cost constraints of a
community network. The SDN switches need to be controlled by the deployment script
that writes the SDN rules that are appropriate for the topology within which the switch
operates. For our deployment, we use OpenVSwitch (OVS) software running over
Debian 8 GNU/Linux kernel.

•

Rendevouz and Topology Manager The RV maintains IP and Fully Qualified Domain
Name (FQDN) subscription information that is then used to facilitate its matching
function. For IP, the RV’s implementation ensures that a particular publication results in
a specific match of the given publisher with the existing subscribers. For HTTP, the RV’s
implementation ensures a one-shot rendezvous that results in the RV matching the
current subscribers to a publication request but then immediately deleting the
publishers and subscribers from its internal registration state. When the TM receives a
topology formation notification from the RV, it uses a shortest path calculation between
a publisher and subscriber. This path is then encoded by OR-ing the Forwarding
Identifiers (FIDs) (in the form of bit strings) and the result is included in each packet5.

Monitoring system:
MONitoring Agent (MONA) A Monitoring Agent (MONA) operates on each ICN-based
network element and allows processes to report data points which are then published under
the monitoring namespace.
MOnitOring SErver (MOOSE) The MOnitOring SErver (MOOSE) gathers all (or selected) data
points from MONAs and stores them in a database for monitoring purposes.
DTN background
Delay Tolerant Networking6 is an approach to networking that relies on space-time-paths rather
than the space-paths used in classical well-connected networks. In other words, instead of
composing low-latency end-to-end packet forwarding paths, large, semantically meaningful,
self-contained messages (e.g., photos or video clips) are physically carried by, and forwarded
between, communicating nodes - referred to as store-carry-forward networking. This approach,
where devices physically carry messages between each other, enables communications in highly
disrupted environments where end-to-end paths might never exist - originally in deep-space
networking, but later also in many terrestrial applications such as providing nomadic
communities with connectivity7, moving data around in underground mines8, and consumer
mobile apps such as Twitter for disaster scenarios9. The underlying protocols have been
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standardized in the IRTF and IETF through the definition of the RFC5050 Bundle Protocol10 and
its related RFCs and Internet Drafts.
The Scampi platform11, used as the basis of the DTN work in the RIFE project, is an opportunistic
router built on the IETF DTN protocols. It runs in a variety of devices including Raspberry Pi and
Android phones - as used in the Liberouter project12 - and provides a publish/subscribe interface
for application developers to develop against. The Scampi router contains the logic necessary to
discover nearby peers via various neighbor discovery mechanisms and compose device-todevice links between them over a variety of communication technologies. It also implements
the persistence layer needed for storing and carrying application messages for extended periods
of time. When two Scampi nodes meet and compose a direct communication link, they will
exchange content vectors describing which messages they are carrying. Various DTN routing and
content dissemination algorithms are then applied and as a result each node requests the peer
for some set of their messages, which are transmitted over the link. Applications will publish
messages to the local Scampi instance, and subscribe to services which they are interested in.
As new messages are received from the peers, they are passed to the local applications
subscribed to the relevant services.
In the context of the RIFE project, DTN and Scampi are used in the fronthaul to enable
communications even when well-connected infrastructure necessary for ICN communications is
not (yet) available or has been temporarily disrupted. Since Scampi provides the same
publish/subscribe abstraction as ICN, it fits the overall architecture and system design without
an impedance mismatch - although the highly delayed nature of the communications does pose
extra requirements for the application and service design on top.
Guifi.Net
The link infrastructure is heterogeneous (the project is defined to be technologically neutral)
being WiFi and optical fibre the most common technologies used. In WiFi the prevailing topology
is the so called infrastructure mode. In this mode there are two different types of nodes
(geographical location): the Supernodes and the end-nodes (also referred as end-user nodes,
client nodes and sometimes even nodes - not to be confused with the general term). The nodes
are interconnected through links. A Supernode is a node with more than one link to other nodes
(i.e. they extend the network) while the end-nodes are just linked to one Supernode (i.e. they
are end-node leaves. The links between Supernodes are point-to-point links (built with highly
directive antennas) forming the backbone network. The links between end-user nodes and their
Supernode are usually point-to-multipoint links (built with sector antennas, also referred as AP).
The Guifi.Net network uses the 10/8 IPv4 private address space divided into ASs, interconnected
through BGP as the exterior gateway protocol. In the BGP session only 10./X subnetworks are
accepted without default routes. The Supernodes may be individually connected to the BGP
session (an AS per Supernode) or as part of a cloud of Supernodes running an interior gateway
protocol (a single AS for each cloud), being OSPF the most common.
Both IP and ASs1 are managed through the Guifi.Net website. The nodes and links, as well as
other network resources such as DNS servers, are also administered through the website. All the
1

The ASes correspond to the node id of each device
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resources must be declared on the website before being used and they must be kept updated.

Design requirements
The Field Trial set up has been developed to meet the following requirements:
•

•

•

Management and security
o

Internet reachable.

o

The solution is meant to be used under a controlled environment (within the
RIFE consortium) assuming sound knowledge of networking and operating
systems by the users. Thus, there are no specific requirements in terms of
management or security.

o

Network components only accessible by Guifi.Net.

o

Backbone links addressable at L2.

o

One computing device per FWD and NAP.

o

One server (Linux box) per deployment to host ICN monitoring services.

ICN

DTN
o

IP connectivity.

o

Local DNS resolution.

Features
The Field Trial set up has the following main features:
•

Mesh backbones. Several paths towards a destination.

•

IP-ICN dual stack. All core components always accessible through their management IP
through the IP network overlay

•

End-user nodes attachable to the ICN backbone per Access Point.

•

Computing devices accessible by all users

•

At least one general purpose Linux box (AUX) per Supernode

•

Several Linux boxes emulating whole AP-end-user nodes construction available

Implementation
Commonalities
Each deployment is composed of a number of network components in addition to a number of
computing devices. The Network components are managed - and only accessible - by Guifi.Net.
The computing devices are accessible including administration permissions by all partners.
Access
Resources are accessible through Virtual Private Networks (VPNs). There is one VPN server per
experimental facility with individual credentials. All experimental facilities are accessible from
any of the VPNs. The computing devices’ command line is accessible through Secure SHell (SSH)
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with individual keys and a common standard user called rife. A rife user has root permissions
without a password.
Network
•

Infrastructure mode
Supernode architecture

As shown in Figure 2, each Supernode has indoor and outdoor equipment. The router is
connected to up to three directive antennas for (point-to-point) links with other Supernodes and
to up to three access points for household links (point-to-multipoint). An access point might be
replaced by CLI (Table 1). The router is connected to an unmanaged switch to which the
computing devices are attached. Table 1 lists all the computing devices.

Figure 2: Generic Supernode Architecture

Table 1: Computing Devices
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Each Supernode has a FWD, a NAP and an AUX. There is a RVTM and a SRV in each deployment.
All the computing devices are connected to the router of the switch through the first NIC. In
each Supernode, the FWD and the NAP are interconnected through the second NIC. The second
NIC of the RTVM is connected the third NIC of the FWD. The second NIC of the SRV is connected
to the Internet either via VSAT (Tarragona) or cable (Barcelona). Table 2 shows the generic ports’
assignment of the router of the Supernode.
Figure 3 shows the port assignment of the router of a particular Supernode, the associated VLAN
tagging and the wiring.

Table 2: Supernode Router – Generic Port Assignment

Figure 3: Supernode1 Router - Port Assignment
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VLANs
•

Each point-to-point link has two VLANs XYZ; X =1 for the IP network overlay, X =2 for
the network ICN overlay; Y is the lowest Supernode number; Z is the highest
Supernode number

•

The FWD have the corresponding 2YZ VLANs (first NIC).

•

The VLANs of the APs are 1A; A=1 for AP1, A=2 for AP2, and A=3 for AP3

•

The NAPs and AUXs have 21, 22 and 23

•

The CLIs have the corresponding 1A

•

The VLAN 10 is reserved for management. It has a Supernode scope 8 . Thus, in the
directive antenna devices the VLAN 10 is only defined in the wired NIC while the 1XY
and the 2XY are defined for the wired and the WiFi NICs. In the APs the VLAN 10 as
well as the 1A are only defined in the wired NIC. In the router VLAN 10 is defined in all
the ports
Bridges

Routers:
•

A bridge for each VLAN 1YZ. Each bridge only has one port+VLAN1 YZ associated. The
corresponding directive antenna

•

A bridge for each VLAN 2YZ. Each bridge has two ports+VLAN2 YZ. The directive
corresponding antenna and the switch

•

A bridge for each VLAN 1A. Each bridge may only have one port+VLAN 1A associated.
The corresponding AP

•

A bridge for each VLAN 2A. Each bridge has at least one ports+VLAN2A. The switch

•

A bridge for VLAN 10. All ports+VLAN10

FWDs:
•

An OVS-based software switch runs on each forwarder. Each such switch has exactly
one bridge called br1

In CLIs:
•

A bridge9 for the LXC. It has the corresponding 1A and all the LXCs
IPs

•

A 10.X/16 IPv4 block per deployment

•

A 10.X.Y/24 IPv4 block per Supernode

•

The 10.X.0/27 IPv4 block per Supernode for management IPs. All devices except enduser equipment have management IP

•

The 10.X.64/27 IPv4 block per Supernode for AP1 clients. The 10.X.128/27 IPv4 block
per Supernode for AP2 clients. The 10.X.192/27 IPv4 block per Supernode for AP3
clients.
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•

In the computing devices, the management IPs have a dedicated routing table

Table 3 shows the IPs assignment and the VLANs for non-management IPs.

Table 3: IPs Assignment

IP ICN dual stack
The backbone is dual stack but the each AP can only be associated to one of the networks. The
association to one of the networks is done at the router level associating the corresponding AP
port+VLAN 1A to either the VLAN 1A bridge or to the VLAN2A bridge.
External Resources
There is an external Linux server (IP 10.139.40.111) with the following services:
•

A cacti server for monitoring all the devices

•

A WEB server for the configuration/customization scripts.

•

A Debian repository

Barcelona Lab Testbed
Figure 4 shows the diagram of the hardware and the wiring deployed. Figure 5 is a picture of the
deployment. This deployment is intended to be as representative as possible of the Tarragona
deployment (mesh backbone, WiFi PtP and PtmP links, CPEs, end-users devices, etc.). In
addition, ALT devices, which are equivalent to end-user devices connected to the indoor APs
(iAPs), are connected to the SW and have an MGM IP, offering an alternative path to the
household equipment.
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Figure 4: Barcelona Lab Testbed Deployment – Devices and Wiring

Figure 5: Barcelona Lab Testbed Deployment Depicted

Network
Deployment subnetting IP block 10.152.0.0/16. Table 4 shows the IP blocks per Supernode.
Table 5 shows the backbone links and the routers’ ports assignment.
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Table 4: Barcelona Lab Testbed Deployment – IP Blocks Assignment

Table 5: Barcelona Lab Testbed Deployment – Backbone Links and Routers Ports

Hardware
Table 6 shows the hardware deployed.
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Table 6: Barcelona Deployment – Hardware Deployed

Services
•

Supernode1.router: VPN server

Tarragona Field Trial
Figure 6 shows the position of the Supernodes on the map and their links. Figure 7 shows the
diagram of the hardware and the wiring deployed. This deployment includes six Supernodes and
+40 households spread over six municipalities. This deployment is operated jointly by the
Guifi.Net Foundation (the partner of RIFE), the local Guifi.Net community - Hacklab Valls, and
the new startup Punt d’Acces.
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Figure 6: Field Trial Backbone – Map

Figure 7: Field Trial Backbone – Aps and Computing Devices

Network
Deployment subnetting IP block 10.142.0.0/16. Table 7 shows the IP blocks per Supernode.
Table 8 shows the backbone links and the routers’ port assignments.
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Table 7: IP Blocks Assignment

Table 8: Backbone Links and Router Ports

Hardware
Table 9 shows the hardware deployed:
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Table 9: Tarragona Deployment – Hardware

Services
•

Supernode1.router: VPN server

UCAM testbed
In order to understand the network behavior and feasibility of running services in the Field Trial
platform, initially (before going to the Field Trial) UCAM deployed and tested services in a real
hardware connected to the nodes of the qMp (Quick Mesh Project)2 network located in the city
of Barcelona. qMp is a wireless mesh network which started to operate in 2009. The qMp
network is a subset of Guifi.Net and, at the time of this writing, it has 80 operating nodes. In the
network, there are two distributed gateways (i.e., proxies) that connect the qMp network to the
rest of Guifi.Net and the Internet.
We strategically deployed 10 Raspberry Pi (RPi) devices to cover the area of the qMp network
as presented in Figure 8. In our configuration, RPis are connected to the outdoor routers OR
(antennas) of the qMp, via Ethernet cable.

2

qMp live monitoring. http://dsg.ac.upc.edu/qmpsu/index.php
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Figure 8: The Topology of Node Deployment in qMp

Node selection
The location of the five RPi devices deployed is chosen based on the output of the HANET
algorithm 13 (i.e., highlighted with the red color in Figure 8). This corresponds to the top-ranked
nodes selected from the HANET; with higher bandwidth, availability and CPU resources. Based
on this, we deployed five RPIs to the selected ORs given by the HANET algorithm. The other five
ORs in the qMp were selected randomly for comparison purposes. In this set, we cover nodes
with different properties: high degree centrality, nodes that are not well connected, nodes
acting as bridges, etc. All nodes are well-distributed in the qMp network.
ICN Overlay
We followed the ICN-as-an-Overlay approach14 to construct the ICN shim layer on top of the
existing qMp routing protocol (i.e., BMX6/7). The NFD forwarding plane is responsible for
managing the name based routing in this ICN layer. In this deployment trial, we used a static
routing to setup the forwarding table (FIB) of each SEG and service controller based on actual
information taken from the IP routing table of ORs in the qMp network.

SAT testbed
Architecture and setup
Satellite backhaul connectivity comes in play at the final phase of the Field Trial. As stated in the
DoA, the localized RIFE wireless network was connected through the RIFE gateway to an IPbased satellite backhaul. In the Field Trial area, two broadband Hughes Jupiter VSATs were
installed to provide satellite bandwidth via AVANTI’s HTS Hylas 1.
The satellite testbed enables the demonstration of the two following scenarios:
a. Evaluation of the satellite backhaul links as an alternative traffic route towards the
RIFE ICN fronthaul
b. Assessment of satellite IP multicasting
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Satellite backhaul links
Satellite backhauling is an ideal solution that provides bandwidth efficiently and reliably through
IP data trunking addressing technical challenges in terrestrial telecom networks such as content
offloading in the event of severe congestion, redundancy in cases of outages, as well as limited
availability in the geographical region of deployment.
In the Field Trial, AVANTI provided satellite coverage to the area via the HYLAS – 1 satellite as
shown in Figure 9. HYLAS – 1 is a Ka-band geostationary communications satellite owned by
AVANTI and is located at the orbital location of 33.5 degrees West.

Figure 9: HYLAS – 1 Coverage Footprint

For the purposes of the satellite testbed, two VSATs were commissioned and installed at two
of the Guifi.Net Supernodes (SNs) in Tarragona as shown in Figure 10, more specifically
Supernode2: ALMAlmoster and Supernode6: ViscDoctorGilbert.
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Figure 10: Active Supernode and VSAT Locations in the Tarragona Area

Figure 11 presents the high-level architecture of how the satellite backhaul links are
incorporated in the Field Trial. The services were offered via AVANTI’s Ground Earth Station
(GES) located in Goonhilly, UK. The satellite network platform that is available to provide services
through the Tarragona beam is made by Hughes. At the Field Trial site, the VSAT modem used is
Hughes HT2000 Jupiter and the antenna has a diameter of 74cm. Performance metrics for
satellite backhauling include Signal Quality Factor, Forward Error Correction, packet loss and
symbol rate.
Satellite IP multicast experiment
The satellite IP multicast experiment was implemented using the satellite backhaul
infrastructure that has been already set up and described in Figure 11.
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HYLAS 1 satellite
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Figure 11: Satellite IP multicasting experimental testbed

Figure 11 presents the experimental testbed we have setup to perform the multicasting
experiment. Starting from the equipment that is located at AVANTI’s Ground earth Station (GES)
in Goonhilly, UK the Hughes satellite network platform was employed for this proof-of-concept,
where the multicast server acts like a content provider tool. The multicast server was used to
manually command and transmit the multicast content which was packed (zipped) prior to
transmission.
Once the content was multicasted via the available satellite links, it ended up in both multicast
receivers via the VSATs located at both sites. The multicast receivesr, which act as surrogate
servers, were subsequently connected to the RIFE ICN fronthaul and were configured to unpack
the received multicast content, save it into the configured apache webserver in the html
directory and read the web content from the same directory.
Any end-user (in this case a Linux PC client), already connected to the RIFE ICN fronthaul, can
make a request to retrieve the content directly from the server that is also located at the ICN
fronthaul thus avoiding the need to make any requests via the Internet backhaul, whether
satellite or terrestrial. The multicast content that was used for this experiment to verify the
mechanism was a 700 MB archive containing 3 video files and supporting web applications.
Upon successful unpacking of the archive at the multicast receiver, the videos were made
available to end-users.
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3 DATA POINTS IN THE MONITORING FRAMEWORK
In this section we describe the monitoring framework that was used in the Field Trial for data
collection. The discussion is based on the software developed for the EU H2020 project POINT.

Terminology and workflow
The overall monitoring framework workflow is illustrated in Figure 14 and consists of the
following entities:
•

Monitoring Database: The environment to store collected monitoring data into a
relational structure.

•

MOnitOring SErver (MOOSE): The instance responsible for collecting reported
monitoring data published by monitoring agents under implicitly known data points in
the monitoring namespace and populate this information to the appropriate places in
the monitoring database. The data is stored in a MySQL database.

•

MONitoring Agent (MONA): An instance which collects monitoring data from
applications operating on the same node and publishes this information to the
monitoring server under implicitly known data points using the monitoring namespace.

•

Process: An instance which reports - if necessary aggregated - data to MONA.

•

Blackader Core: The ICN core framework handling pub/sub operations.

•

Blackadder API: A set of predefined routines allowing an ICN application to perform
pub/sub operations

•

MOnitoring LibrarY (MOLY): A set of predefined routines to allow applications to send
monitoring data to the monitoring agent

•

BlAckadder Monitoring wraPpER clasS (BAMPERS): A set of routines for MONAs to
publish information under data points by using a more abstracted usage of the
Blackadder API without caring about ICN related scope states.

Furthermore, Figure 12 illustrates the information flow from an application, agent and server
point to view and where MOLY and BAMPERS come into play. While MOLY allows any application
to report monitoring data to the monitoring agent on a particular node, BAMPERS is solely used
by a monitoring agent to perform pub/sub operations without caring about any ICN related
operation to exchange data with the monitoring server.

Figure 12: Overall Monitoring Framework
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Monitoring Namespace

Figure 13: Monitoring Namespace

In order to restrict the visibility of event notifications to only those subscribers that have
registered interest in that event, we have defined the monitoring namespace as shown in Figure
13.
As seen from the figure, this monitoring namespace is structured around measurements related
to Nodes, Links and Ports. This has been done because we want to organize the dissemination
of monitoring information around the fundamental building blocks of our network. Please see
D2.1 for more details.
For example, the nodes in our network are network-functions such as Forwarders (FN), Topology
Manager (TM), Rendezvous (RV), Network Attachment Point (NAP) etc. and each of these has a
corresponding subtree under the ‘Nodes’ node in the name space. The appropriate data points
are then delineated under each subtree.
Similarly, the ‘Links’ node has a subtree corresponding to its id and the two nodes on its either
end along with the appropriate data points.
Finally, ‘Ports’ node has an Id and all the data points appropriate for it in the subtree underneath
the Ports node.
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4 EVALUATION OF THE RIFE FRONTHAUL
We evaluated the Field-Trial RIFE fronthaul along two dimensions:
1. Operational Insights from the deployment of our HTTP/IP-over-ICN software: These
insights feed into the deployment of our new platform based on the (POINT and) RIFE
software in commercial settings. This platform called FLIPS (Flexible IP Services)
incorporates the main methods developed in POINT and RIFE in terms of service routing
and service surrogacy, while providing a number of extensions developed internally at
IDE. FLIPS is being deployed in the H2020 FLAME project (www.ict-flame.eu) within the
smart cities of Bristol and Barcelona with trials planned throughout 2018 and 2019.
2. Ability of our HTTP/IP-over-ICN software to support IP services in use today: This
verifies our claim that our software will be able to support running of UE devices that
access IP services over our ICN software without requiring any modification.

Operational Insights from the deployment of our HTTP/IP-over-ICN software
Operational highlights from the Lab Testbed
Solution for the network meltdown issue with multi-port OpenVswitch (OVS)
software switches
As described earlier, on each Supernode, we set up an OVS switch in software running on a Linux
box with a single bridge having multiple ports. Each of the multiple ports correspond to a
different VLAN. This bridge by default, constructs in its table a so-called ‘normal rule’. Such a
rule has an action that forwards all traffic from one port on the bridge to all the other ports on
the bridge.
However, this created loops involving broadcast/multicast MAC frames circulating in the various
VLANs leading to a complete network meltdown with even SSH access becoming impossible.
Thus, we were unable to even run our script to deploy the HTTP/IP-over-ICN network.
To solve this issue, a single line of code was needed to keep the table of OVS initially empty.
The result of the line of code is a new default behaviour of the bridge where it does not forward
any packet arriving at a port to any other port. This caused the looping issue to disappear and
we could run the ICN deployment tool. This tool wrote new rules onto the OVS-switch’s bridge
and we were able to deploy our ICN network.
As multiple virtual switches become common in Network Function Virtualization and network
slicing based scenarios with complex topologies, looping issues will become all pervasive. Thus,
setting up a virtual switch with appropriate initialization strategies until rules are written to it by
an SDN controller has become important in a real deployment.
Solution for the low ICN throughput issue with TCP traffic
In default Linux settings, the kernel offloads TCP segmentation to the Network Interface Card
(NIC) for better performance.
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However, this resulted in our NAP Blackadder application getting larger packets than it expected
because the NIC was not respecting the MTU size set in the NAP code. The NAP would drop
these larger than expected packets resulting in a packet loss and a subsequent re-transmission
of the packet from the sender. The overall effect was that the throughput between a sender and
a receiver was observed to be between 0.5Mbps and 1.5Mbps on our network.
A simple solution that we adapted was to switch off the TCP segmentation offload configuration
of the Linux kernel on which the NAP was running. This caused the throughput between the
same sender and receiver to jump to around 18Mbps from the initial 0.5Mbps to 1.5 Mbps.
For increased network performance in operational deployments, the operators utilize many
optimizations. Therefore, any real-life deployment that seeks to retain the HTTP/IP
configuration of end-user devices while at the same time replacing the standard TCP/IP network
stack in the internal network must carefully consider the impact of such optimizations on the
operational parameters.
Scripting techniques to integrate the IP-over-ICN configuration knowledge with
GUIFI’s community network deployment at Tarragona
Currently, there are no standard network management techniques to deal with integrating the
deployment of an ICN underlay network such as ours with a real-world operator network.
This often resulted in tedious debugging by hand during our deployment when something went
wrong.
We therefore decided to develop an integrated deployment script that setup both the ICN
underlay network (e.g. OVS bridges, topology configuration etc.) and the operator network
(VLAN tags, configuration of ports etc.). This provided us with a way to capture the deployment
process in the same script thereby making it the common interface between the ICN underlay
and operator network for debugging problems that arose because of the interaction between
the two.
Systems integration between an ICN underlay and an operator’s network often results in an
emergence of properties that are a consequence of the way the two interact with each other.
Often these properties are hard to predict prior to a deployment. Therefore, having a welldefined interface in the form of a common deployment script is important to deal with this
complexity of their interaction3.
ICN throughput at the application level sensitive to high Layer 2 throughput
fluctuation
In the Lab Testbed in Barcelona, Supernode 1 (SN1) and Supernode 2 (SN2) were connected by
a wireless point-to-point link that provided a highly fluctuating throughput. Over this link, when
we measured the throughput between our bandwidth application running on the NAPs on SN1
and SN2, we found it to be around 100Mbps to 500Mbps.

3

Note that industry efforts to ‘standardize’ such integration are underway, particularly within ongoing
5G efforts. Harmonized solutions, however, were not available at the time of our deployment, therefore
still requiring the individual integration efforts described here.
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This seems to indicate that the ICN application throughput is sensitive to the fluctuation of
throughput at the Layer 2 level. While this is a well-known impact (e.g., for TCP), its effect could
be further amplified by the resource management for HTTP traffic being separate from other
non-HTTP traffic, as implemented in the used POINT platform (since HTTP-over-ICN uses its own
transport protocol in comparison to non-HTTP traffic). For this reason, InterDigital’s FLIPS
platform utilizes a different (single) resource management scheme for any NAP-to-NAP flows
with the intention to minimize such impact from Layer 2 fluctuations by smoothening those
fluctuations across all service types.
Operational insights from the Field Trial
Solution for segmentation-fault of the NAP software.
We tested the stability of our ICN underlay software in the Lab Testbed in Barcelona and it ran
without crashing for a week. Subsequently, we deployed our software in the field at Tarragona.
However, within two days one of the NAPs crashed due to a segmentation fault error.
Our solution for this problem was to deploy a watchdog script that checks the status of NAPs,
bridges, and the MOOSE server every 10 seconds. Moreover, for future reference, this script
also writes to a log every event that triggers a re-deployment. Since the frequency of the
segmentation-fault was observed to be roughly once every two days, our watchdog solution
succeeded in providing a reasonably stable network for the users.
Unexpected faults are common for a cutting-edge network software that is transitioning to a
commercial environment. Indeed, identifying these faults is one of the goals of our Field Trial.
Often these faults occur when the network is already being used by end-users. Therefore, having
a watchdog mechanism to deal with such unexpected faults is crucial for a satisfactory user
experience.
Identification of problematic FQDNs used in the real world
The users in our Field Trial identified a couple of FQDNs (for example, www.siyo.es,
www.movistar.es) that did not ‘work’- i.e. not even the landing page of the website was
downloaded on their clients.
Despite these problems, we allowed the trial to continue with the user’s consent and are trying
to identify the particular sequence of states in our software that triggers such a behaviour.
We acknowledge that our ICN underlay solution is not a thoroughly engineered solution yet as
compared to the software that runs in the TCP/IP stack. One of the goals of our Field Trial has
been to be able to fine-tune the engineering of our solution and identify the corner cases such
as the problematic FQDNs that arise.
We plan to carry over the solution discovered for the problematic FQDNs to the future
deployment of the FLIPs platform has been derived from our ICN underlay solution.

Ability of our HTTP/IP-over-ICN software to support IP services in use today
We ran the experiments to test our software in three stages:
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1. Preliminary staging conducted at InterDigital’s London lab: In this stage, we wanted to
understand the appropriate dimensioning of compute resources to run our NAP
software. Furthermore, we wanted to investigate the feasibility of using OVS software
switches as forwarders in our deployment.
2. Staging of software tests in the Lab Testbed in Barcelona. We wanted to test if we could
run our software over the replica of the VLAN setup developed by Guifi.Net. In
particular, we were interested in the bandwidth measured by our ICN bandwidth
software as it was being run on the VLAN setup in the lab.
3. Staging of software tests and network monitoring in the Field Trial at Tarragona: At this
stage, we first wanted to test ICN bandwidth measured by our ICN app. Next, we wanted
to collect data when the actual end-users were accessing IP services over our ICN
network.
We now discuss each the three stages in turn:
First Stage: Preliminary staging conducted at InterDigital’s London lab
In this process, we conducted TCP and ICN bandwidth tests over a simple topology. The TCP tests
were used by us to educate the deployment of NAPs on Supernodes versus their deployment in
the user’s households. The ICN tests were used to educate the suitability of OVS-based switches
as forwarders.
Experiments to measure the throughput for TCP-based traffic over our network
with a simple topology
As shown in Figure 14, we connected two NAPs on either side of an OVS forwarder.

Figure 14: Topology to measure throughput for TCP-based traffic

One of the two NAPs shown to the right of the OVS forwarder also had the RVTM running on it.
The hardware on which this NAP was run was an APU2.
The other NAP shown to the left of the OVS forwarder was running on a Raspberry Pi.
A Nexus tablet running a standard running an iPerf client over the standard TCP/IP stack was
connected wirelessly to the NAP running on a Raspberry Pi (RPi) as shown in Figure 14.
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An iPerf server was run on an APU that was connected via an Ethernet cable to the NAP on the
right of the OVS forwarder as shown in Figure 14. The iPerf tests were run for respectively 1s,
2s, 3s, 4s and 5s in the following two configurations:
a) In this configuration, the Nexus tablet was at a distance of around 1m. As shown
in Figure 15, the average throughput was observed to be 11.189 Mbps.

Figure 15: Throughput Observed with Nexus tablet at a distance of around 1m from the Rpi

b) In the second configuration, the Nexus tablet was at a distance of approximately
5m and as shown in Figure 16, an average throughput of 7.629Mbps was
observed.

Figure 16: Throughput Observed with Nexus tablet at a distance of around 5m from the Rpi
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Both experiments showed that even when running on a resource constrained device like a
Raspberry Pi, our NAP software could provide users with adequate throughput and so could be
run on an APU2 either on a Supernode or in a user’s household.
Experiments to measure the pure ICN throughput between two NAPs connected
by an OVS forwarder
The configuration is shown in Figure 17.

Figure 17: Topology to measure throughput for ICN-based traffic

In this experiment, we ran a pub/sub ICN app that measures the throughput at a given
transmission rate. The subscriber was run on the RpI and publisher on an APU2 machine as
shown in the figure.
As can be seen from Figure 18, a knee capacity of around 80-85Mbps was observed.

Figure 18: ICN Throughput with OVS switch as a software forwarder
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These experiments showed that the backbone of our ICN network with OVS software switches
could support traffic up to 80Mbps making us confident of taking the software to the field.
Second Stage: Staging of software tests in the Lab Testbed in Barcelona
In this stage, we conducted a set of bandwidth measurements over the links in the setup in the
Lab Testbed in Barcelona using InterDigital’s ICN bandwidth app. This setup partially replicates
the actual Field Trial deployment by having three Supernodes: SN1, SN2, and SN3.
The graph shown below comprises bars that represent the bandwidth of a link with the publisher
running on the Supernode at one end of the link and the subscriber running at the Supernode
at the other end of the link as follows:
•

The first bar corresponds to the average bandwidth observed when the publisher was
running on SN1 and the subscriber on SN2.

•

The second bar corresponds to the average bandwidth observed when the publisher
was running on SN2 and the subscriber on SN1.

•

The third bar corresponds to the average bandwidth observed when the publisher was
running on SN1 and the subscriber on SN3.

•

The fourth bar corresponds to the average bandwidth observed when the publisher was
running on SN3 and the subscriber on SN1.

•

The fifth bar corresponds to the average bandwidth observed when the publisher was
running on SN2 and the subscriber on SN3.

•

The sixth bar corresponds to the average bandwidth observed when the publisher was
running on SN3 and the subscriber on SN2.

Figure 19: Throughput of each link

The SN1 to SN2 link and the SN1 to SN3 link (this goes via SN2) were identified as the links
providing low bandwidth compared to other links. It turned out that the wireless link between
SN1 and SN2 was not providing adequate bandwidth owing to equipment
malfunction/misconfiguration. When we replaced this wireless link with a link over an Ethernet
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cable, the average bandwidth for the SN1 to SN2 and SN1 to SN3 links increased to around
70Mbps.
Third Stage: Staging of software tests and network monitoring in the Field Trial at
Tarragona
In this stage, we adapted a two-pronged strategy to test our software on the network in
Tarragona: before opening the Field Trial to end-users, we conducted bandwidth tests between
each pair of Supernodes in our topology. Once, the Field Trial was opened for the users, we used
our monitoring software as discussed in section 3 to collect data along various parameters as
described below:
Bandwidth Tests between each pair of Supernodes
In this phase, we conducted a set of bandwidth measurements over the links between the
Supernodes in Tarragona that were a part of our topology using InterDigital’s ICN bandwidth
app. These links carried our ICN traffic between directional antennae at each Supernode on a
point-to-point basis. The graph comprises of bars that represent the bandwidth of a link with
the publisher running on the Supernode at one end of the link and the subscriber running at the
Supernode at the other end of the link as follows:
•

The first bar corresponds to the average bandwidth observed when the publisher was
running on SN1 and the subscriber on SN2.

•

The second bar corresponds to the average bandwidth observed when the publisher
was running on SN2 and the subscriber on SN1.

•

The third bar corresponds to the average bandwidth observed when the publisher was
running on SN1 and the subscriber on SN3.

•

The fourth bar corresponds to the average bandwidth observed when the publisher was
running on SN3 and the subscriber on SN1.

•

The fifth bar corresponds to the average bandwidth observed when the publisher was
running on SN2 and the subscriber on SN3.

•

The sixth bar corresponds to the average bandwidth observed when the publisher was
running on SN3 and the subscriber on SN2.

•

The seventh bar corresponds to the average bandwidth observed when the publisher
was running on SN3 and the subscriber on SN4.

•

The eight bar corresponds to the average bandwidth observed when the publisher was
running on SN4 and the subscriber on SN3.

•

The ninth bar corresponds to the average bandwidth observed when the publisher was
running on SN2 and the subscriber on SN5.

•

The tenth bar corresponds to the average bandwidth observed when the publisher was
running on SN5 and the subscriber on SN2.

•

The eleventh bar corresponds to the average bandwidth observed when the publisher
was running on SN1 and the subscriber on SN6.

•

The twelfth bar corresponds to the average bandwidth observed when the publisher
was running on SN6 and the subscriber on SN1.
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•

The thirteenth bar corresponds to the average bandwidth observed when the publisher
was running on SN5 and the subscriber on SN6.

•

The fourteenth bar corresponds to the average bandwidth observed when the publisher
was running on SN6 and the subscriber on SN5.

Figure 20: Throughput of each link

These kinds of bandwidth measurements helped us to understand how our ICN application was
responding to the capacity of the links provided by our partners at Guifi.Net. We used these
measurements to closely coordinate with Guifi.Net to fix those links that were providing our ICN
application with a low bandwidth.
Data collected when the end-users in Tarragona were accessing IP services over our
ICN network in the Field Trial deployment
To show the ability of our software to support IP services in use today, we discuss the data
collected by the MOOSE server during our Field Trial in Tarragona. We have organised this
discussion as follows:
1. System Definition: We describe the deployment in Tarragona and delineate our system
boundaries precisely.
2. Services offered by our system: We list the services that we have offered through our
network to the users in Tarragona.
3. Data point Measurements: We discuss the measurements provided at the two entry
points in our network: the ICN Gateway and the NAP on SN6.
4. KPIs derived from measured data points: We extract the appropriate KPIs from the
measured data points.
5. Conclusions
System Definition
In the Field Trial at Tarragona, the NAP at Supernode 1 (SN1) acted as the ICN gateway whereas
the NAP at Supernode 6 (SN6) acted as the access point for the users. SN6 was planned as the
Supernode through which the first set of users were connected. Throughout our trial, we
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detected a maximum of four IP addresses that were accessing HTTP/IP services simultaneously
at any given time.

Figure 21: Defining the system boundary

We show the system boundary in Figure 21 above. Besides our ICN network, only the ICN
interfaces of our gateway and NAP are considered to be a part of our system.
Services offered by our system
Our system offers the following two services to the user:
(a) Supporting HTTP data transfer,
(b) Supporting any other (non-HTTP) application over an IP data transfer
Data points measured
The data points in this section support our limited claim that the end-users in Tarragona were
able to successfully use IP services over our network without any modification to the software
running on their devices. All the measurements in this section were carried out for a total of
around fifteen days over a two-and-a-half-month period between mid-March 2018 and the third
week of May. The ‘gaps’ in the data when we were not running our ICN system due to
operational reasons, such as power outages, missing cables, Pt-Pt links being down, medical
issues with our contacts in Tarragona, etc. have been removed from the data to present an
aggregated view of the traffic when our ICN network was running.
As expected for measurements carried out to investigate Internet traffic, all the graphs
described in this section show that our observed values are highly variable - with many small
observations mixed with fewer large observations. As a result of this variability, the sample
means and sample variances of the data are not appropriate for summarizing data properties.
(a) Measurements conducted at the ICN GW:
We organize the data points along the following two dimensions:
• Time series of the byte counts of HTTP traffic.
• Time series of the byte counts of IP traffic.
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Time Series of the byte counts of HTTP traffic:
We categorize the data along two types: Received Bytes and Transmitted Bytes
Received Bytes:
The number of bytes counted for packets coming from the IP network that traversed
the HTTP handler towards the ICN network. Figure 22 shows the successive time
intervals of 5 seconds after which data was reported along the x axis and the number of
bytes along the y axis.
The total number of bytes received over the entire period when the users were
connected to our ICN network was 44,249,276 Bytes.
The maximum number of bytes received in a 5 second interval was observed to be
6,320,044 Bytes. This implies a rate of (6,320,044 X 8) /5 = 10,112,070 bps, i.e. around
10Mbps peak rate of received data.
The large peaks in Figure 22 suggest downloads such as progressive video although we
did not observe the URLs for privacy reasons so cannot conclusively say so.

Figure 22: Time series of the received byte counts of HTTP traffic

Transmitted Bytes:
The number of bytes counted for ICN packets translated into HTTP packets that were
transmitted over a particular network port towards external IP endpoints of the IP
network. Figure 23 shows the successive time intervals of 5 seconds after which data
was reported along the x axis and the number of bytes along the y axis.
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The total number of bytes transmitted over the entire period when the users were
connected to our ICN network was 4,846,710 Bytes.
The maximum number of bytes transmitted in a 5 second interval was observed to
be 40,686 Bytes. This implies a rate of (40,686 X 8) /5 = 65,097.6 bps, i.e. around
65Kbps peak rate of transmitted data.
The large peaks in Figure 23 are likely HTTP POST/PUT methods with the many small
observations at the bottom of the graph being perhaps GET requests although again
for privacy reasons, we cannot conclusively say so.

Figure 23: Time series of the transmitted byte counts of HTTP traffic

Time Series of the byte counts of IP traffic:
We categorize the data along two types: Received Bytes and Transmitted Bytes
Received Bytes:
The number of bytes counted for packets coming from the IP network that traversed the
IP handler towards the ICN network. Figure 24 shows the successive time intervals of 5
seconds after which data was reported along the x axis and the number of bytes along
the y axis.
The total number of bytes received over the entire period when the users were
connected to our ICN network was 2.0278e+09 Bytes.
The maximum number of bytes received in a 5 second interval was observed to be
5,924,729 Bytes. This implies a rate of (5,924,729 X 8) /5 = 9,479,566.4bps, i.e around 9
Mbps peak rate of received data.
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Any non-HTTP traffic including https is processed by our IP handler on the ICN GW. As
was the case with the graph above depicting received HTTP bytes, the large peaks in
Figure 24 suggests downloads such as progressive video although we did not observe
the URLs for privacy reasons so cannot conclusively say so.

Figure 24: Time series of the received byte counts of IP traffic

Transmitted Bytes:
The number of bytes counted for ICN packets translated into IP packets that were
transmitted over a particular network port towards external IP endpoints of the IP
network. Figure 25 shows the successive time intervals of 5 seconds after which
data was reported along the x axis and the number of bytes along the y axis.
The total number of bytes transmitted over the entire period when the users were
connected to our ICN network was 929,196,479 Bytes.
The maximum number of bytes transmitted in a 5 second interval was observed to
be 1,141,152 Bytes. This implies a rate of (1,141,152 X 8) /5 = 1,825,843.2 bps, i.e.
around 2 Mbps peak rate of transmitted data.
As discussed earlier, any non-HTTP traffic including https is processed by our IP
handler on the ICN GW. The large peaks in Figure 25 are likely HTTP POST/PUT
methods with the many small observations at the bottom of the graph being
perhaps GET requests although again for privacy reasons, we cannot conclusively
say so.
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Figure 25: Time series of the transmitted byte counts of IP traffic

(b) Measurements conducted at the NAP at SN6:
We organize the data points along the following three dimensions:
•

Time series of the byte counts of HTTP traffic.

•

Time series of the byte counts of IP traffic.

•

Time series of the number of HTTP requests per unit time

Time Series of the byte counts of HTTP traffic:
We categorize the data along two types: Received Bytes and Transmitted Bytes
Received Bytes:
The number of bytes counted for packets coming from the IP network that traversed
the HTTP handler towards the ICN network. Figure 26 shows the successive time
intervals of 5 seconds after which data was reported along the x axis and the number
of bytes along the y axis.
The total number of bytes received over the entire period when the users were
connected to our ICN network was 6,234,740 Bytes.
The maximum number of bytes received in a 5 second interval was observed to be
120,488 Bytes. This implies a rate of (120,488 X 8) /5 = 192,780.8 bps, i.e around
192 kbps peak rate of received data.
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As with the ICN GW earlier for the NAP at SN6 also the large peaks in Figure 26
suggests downloads such as progressive video although we did not observe the URLs
for privacy reasons so cannot conclusively say so.

Figure 26: Time series of the received byte counts of HTTP traffic

Transmitted Bytes:
The number of bytes counted for ICN packets translated into HTTP packets that were
transmitted over a particular network port towards external IP endpoints of the IP
network. Figure 27 shows the successive time intervals of 5 seconds after which data
was reported along the x axis and the number of bytes along the y axis.
The total number of bytes transmitted over the entire period when the users were
connected to our ICN network was 43,167,134 Bytes.
The maximum number of bytes transmitted in a 5 second interval was observed to
be 5,468,089 Bytes. This implies a rate of (5,468,089 X 8) /5 = 8,748,942.4 bps, i.e.
around 8 Mbps peak rate of transmitted data.
The large peaks in Figure 27 are likely HTTP POST/PUT methods with the many small
observations at the bottom of the graph being perhaps GET requests although again
for privacy reasons, we cannot conclusively say so.
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Figure 27: Time series of the transmitted byte counts of HTTP traffic

Time Series of the byte counts of IP traffic:
We categorize the data along two types: Received Bytes and Transmitted Bytes
Received Bytes:
The number of bytes counted for packets coming from the IP network that traversed
the IP handler towards the ICN network. Figure 28 shows the successive time
intervals of 5 seconds after which data was reported along the x axis and the number
of bytes along the y axis.
The total number of bytes received over the entire period when the users were
connected to our ICN network was 930,120,400 Bytes.
The maximum number of bytes received in a 5 second interval was observed to be
1,159,726 Bytes. This implies a rate of (1,159,726 X 8) /5 = 1,855,561.6 bps, i.e
around 1.8 Mbps peak rate of received data.
Any non-HTTP traffic including https is processed by our IP handler on the NAP. As
was the case with the graph above depicting received HTTP bytes, the large peaks
in Figure 28 suggests downloads such as progressive video although we did not
observe the URLs for privacy reasons so cannot conclusively say so.
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Figure 28: Time series of the received byte counts of IP traffic

Transmitted Bytes:
The number of bytes counted for ICN packets translated into IP packets that were
transmitted over a particular network port towards external IP endpoints of the IP
network. Figure 29 shows the successive time intervals of 5 seconds after which data
was reported along the x axis and the number of bytes along the y axis.
The total number of bytes transmitted over the entire period when the users were
connected to our ICN network was 590,252,409 Bytes.
The maximum number of bytes transmitted in a 5 second interval was observed to
be 6,209,682 Bytes. This implies a rate of (6,209,682 X 8) /5 = 9,935,491.2 bps, i.e.
around 9.9 Mbps peak rate of transmitted data.
As discussed earlier, any non-HTTP traffic including https is processed by our IP
handler on the NAP. The large peaks in Figure 29 are likely HTTP POST/PUT methods
with the many small observations at the bottom of the graph being perhaps GET
requests although again for privacy reasons, we cannot conclusively say so.
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Figure 29: Time series of the transmitted byte counts of IP traffic

Time Series of the number of HTTP requests per unit time
The NAP at SN6 supports the requests made by the user equipment for an HTTP session.
Figure 30 shows the successive time intervals of 5 seconds after which data was
reported along the x axis and the number of HTTP requests along the y axis.
The total number of HTTP requests made over the entire period when the users were
connected to our ICN network was 7,057. The maximum number of HTTP requests made
over a 5 second interval was observed to be 57.
Now the total number of bytes received by this NAP at SN6 towards the end-user devices
is: Number of received HTTP Bytes + Number of received IP Bytes = 6,234,740 +
930,120,400 = 936,355,140 Bytes.
Therefore, the percentage of traffic that is HTTP is: (6,234,740 /936,355,140) X 100 =
0.666 %
Thus only 0.666 percent of traffic was HTTP and this explains the low number of HTTP
requests seen in the data. This is consistent with the trend that most of the services
accessed today are over HTTPS rather than HTTP.
The peaks in Figure 30 represents perhaps the user opening many tabs on their browser
making many HTTP GET requests in a short time- again due to privacy reasons, we did
not collect the appropriate details for us to be sure about this.
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Figure 30: Time series of the number of HTTP requests per unit time

KPIs derived from measured data points
We now discuss how the data points discussed above map onto a subset of KPIs discussed in
RIFE D4.1. The KPIs discussed below include:
•

Flow Level KPIs (Mean Achieved Throughput

•

Frequency of errors in providing IP-based services)

•

Application Level KPIs (Mean number of service requests received per unit time at the
NAP on SN6)

•

Operational KPIs (Level of automation of network management)

Flow Level KPIs
a)

Mean Achieved Throughput:

We discuss this KPI for ICN GW and the NAP on SN6 which was serving the end-users. The means
and standard deviations have been calculated for the entire observation period of around 15
days’ worth of traffic.
ICN GW:
HTTP Receiving Traffic:
Mean Throughput = 6887.0 Bytes per second
Standard deviation = 5.1213e+04
Peak rate of received data from peer IP network = 10 Mbps
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HTTP Transmission Traffic:
Mean Throughput = 763.26 Bytes per second
Standard deviation = 732.95
Peak rate of transmitted data from peer IP network = 65 Kbps
IP Receiving Traffic
Mean Throughput = 8654.9 Bytes per second
Standard deviation = 1.9666e+04
Peak rate of received data from peer IP network = 9 Mbps
IP Transmission Traffic
Mean Throughput = 4472.0 Bytes per second
Standard deviation = 3610.9
Peak rate of transmitted data from peer IP network = 2 Mbps
NAP on SN6:
HTTP Receiving Traffic
Mean Throughput = 669.68 Bytes per second
Standard deviation = 962.64
Peak rate of received data from all the user equipment = 192 Kbps
HTTP Transmission Traffic
Mean Throughput = 6895.7 Bytes per second
Standard deviation = 5.0350e+04
Peak rate of transmitted data from all the user equipment = 8Mbps
IP Receiving Traffic
Mean Throughput = 4420.2 Bytes per second
Standard deviation = 3725.4
Peak rate of received data from all the user equipment = 1.8 Mbps
IP Transmission Traffic
Mean Throughput = 2863.4 Bytes per second
Standard deviation = 1.9962e+04
Peak rate of transmitted data from all the user equipment = 9.9 Mbps
From the above data, we can draw the following conclusions:
•

From the mean throughput and the peak rates of received and transmitted data we
make the limited claim that we were able to support the IP services being accessed by
the end-users.

•

From the high standard deviation values, we can conclude that this traffic was highly
variable.
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b)

Frequency of errors in providing IP-based services:

As described above, we have identified certain FQDNs in the section describing operational
insights from the field. Over a period of 15 days of the Field Trial, the users identified only two
FQDNs that were not working.
The frequency of segmentation-faults was around once every 2 days. The time it took for the
watchdog to respond and redeploy the network was between 50-80 seconds depending on the
SSH connectivity of the management network. Since the time to redeploy was much smaller
than the time interval between segmentation-faults we were able to continue our deployment
for the end-users.
Considering that we are still fine-tuning the engineering of our software, these results gave us
the confidence to go forward with the deployment of our next version of the software called
FLIPs in various other Field Trials.
Application Level KPIs
Mean number of HTTP service requests received per unit time at the NAP on SN6:
Mean HTTP Service requests per unit time = 0.48303 service requests per second
Standard deviation = 0.51701
Peak rate of HTTP requests = 57 per second
Once again, from the above we can make the limited claim that we were able to support the IP
services being accessed by the end-users.
Operational KPIs
Level of automation of network management:
As we saw in the section describing operational insights, we developed scripting techniques to
integrate the IP-over-ICN configuration knowledge with Guifi.Net’s community network
deployment at Tarragona. Moreover, we developed a watchdog script to check the status of the
various components of our software and re-deploy if necessary.
Conclusion
The insights from our trial ranges from important operational insights, i.e., deploying a new SW
platform based on novel protocols in a new operational environment, over direct engagement
with a user community with the goal of deployment to insights in terms of performance of the
deployment.
Overall, we recognize that the performance insights have been limited, the overall operational
process of staging, testing and deploying in a manner that allowed real users to access real
internet sources has been the key takeaway from our trial. This has provided partners with the
confidence to attempt more rigorous tests and experiments in follow-on efforts such as those
in the H2020 FLAME project with more than 20 experiments and user-facing trials being planned
throughout 2018 and 2019. Although the platform basis in FLAME will be that of IDC’s new FLIPS
platform, and not the POINT/RIFE platform used in the trial, the various insights into
performance bottlenecks (e.g., on the ICN core platform side) and performance monitoring (e.g.,
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FLIPS uses an advanced monitoring solution built on that presented in Section 3) were crucial in
raising the expected TRL of those future experiments to TRL8.
Overall, our trial has shown that the joint POINT and RIFE solutions enable communities to
deploy purely SW-based implementations of novel ICN architectures in a manner that allows for
accessing standard Internet services, while also allowing for deploying with commercial IP-based
solutions as a fallback, aiding the development and deployment of those novel SW solutions.

DTN Fronthaul
The RIFE DTN fronthaul evaluation is based on a deployment to the Guifi.Net Field Trial devices.
The deployment consists of a Scampi based RIFE DTN fronthaul that provides the underlying
connectivity, the RIFE DTN Web Application Framework that provides browser-based access to
the trial users, and the RIFE Here & Now local social networking application both as a native
Android application and an adaptation to the Web Application Framework.
The overall experimental design is given below in Section 4.3.1, the details of the DTN fronthaul
deployment are in Section 4.3.2, the deployment of the RIFE DTN Web Application Framework
is explained in Section 4.3.3, and the Here & Now test application is explained in Section 4.3.4
Overall Experiment Design

Guifi Supernode
Here & Now
Web App
RIFE DTN Web
Framework

Here & Now
in Browser

Here & Now
Android
Scampi

Scampi
Internet

Figure 31: Conceptual overview of the DTN fronthaul experimental deployment

The DTN Fronthaul evaluation takes place in the Guifi.Net Field Trial deployment consisting of
six Supernodes, as shown in Figure 31. Each Supernode has a device running the full
experimental stack, shown in the middle of the figure. At the bottom of the stack is a Scampi
router instance, that provides the basic message forwarding functionality. The RIFE DTN Web
Framework uses the Scampi instance to provide it with connectivity and provides a web server
towards the end-users. The Web Framework can support arbitrary applications, as described in
Deliverable D3.4, but in the evaluation scenarios only the Here & How local social media
application is deployed - both as a web application accessible via a standard web browser, and
as a native Android application.
The trial users, shown in the right of the figure, will use the Here & Now application from mobile
devices, connected to a local Wi-Fi network whose connectivity is provided by the Field Trial
Supernodes. The users can either use a web-based interface, provided by the RIFE DTN Web
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Frameworks, or via a native Android application that also runs a local Scampi instance in the
user’s device, making the device a part of the RIFE DTN fronthaul. Either way, the users’ devices
connect to the DTN fronthaul stack deployment in the nearest Supernode, which serves the
users.
In addition, we form a Scampi link from each Supernode deployment back to the lab at TUM in
Munich, which allows us to deploy remote devices that are part of the Field Trial fronthaul. This
functionality is used to insert content directly into the Field Trial deployment, as well as for
receiving copies of the content published by the users for data collection and analysis.
Scampi DTN Fronthaul Deployment

Figure 32: Scampi DTN Fronthaul Topology for the Field Trial

The Scampi topology - made up of transport links between Scampi instances - follows the
physical topology of the Field Trial Supernode interconnections, as shown at the top of Figure
32 (the numbers match the Supernode numbers in Figure 31). In addition to the links between
the Supernodes, each Scampi instance also is capable of forming a link via the Internet
connectivity to a Scampi instance running at the lab in TUM (STUM in the figure). Finally, any enduser that runs the native Here & Now Android client will also run a Scampi instance on their
device and thus be part of the RIFE DTN fronthaul (shown as small red nodes in the figure).
Since the Guifi.Net Field Trial deployment is expected to be quite stable, but we want to test the
disrupted operation for which the DTN fronthaul is designed, we need a way to introduce
artificial disruptions in the topology. We achieve this by exploiting the TUM lab connectivity, as
shown at the bottom of Figure 32. In the example, we have cut the S4 node off from the rest of
the nodes, so that it will not be able to get content published by users connected to the other
Supernodes. In principle, a trial user with the native Android client can automatically bridge S4
to the other nodes by physically carrying the content to S4 from, e.g., S3. However, we expect
this type of movement to be infrequent and uncontrolled, which makes it problematic for
controlled trials. Instead, we can form an intermittent link from STUM to S4, and from STUM to one
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of the other Supernode nodes. This intermittent link will emulate a carrier moving content from
the well-connected portion of the fronthaul to the disrupted S4 node.

Cards

Topics

Here & Now Test Application Deployment

“trending topic” tab
Topics are ordered based on
the number of “likes” they
have got

“happening now” tab
Topics are order by cards
creation time

“contacts” tab
Who is around

Figure 33: Here and Now User Interface for the Native Android Version

The application used for the RIFE DTN fronthaul experiment is a mobile social networking and
social media application called Here & Now, shown in Figure 33. The application allows users to
post picture cards and comments to topics, and follow what other users are posting. The users
can also create profiles and see the profiles of other nearby users.
For the experiment, we have created an adaptation of the application to RIFE DTN Web
Framework, which allows users to interact with the application directly from their browsers
without the need for installing the native Android application (e.g., if the user has an iOS device,
which does not provide the technical capabilities required to build a native version of the
application4).

4

A long-lived background process that discovers and connects to nearby peers is required. It is not
possible to have such a process in iOS for 3rd party developers.
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Figure 34: Web Framework Components Deployed In the Trial

The components of the Web Framework deployed in the trial are shown in Figure 34. Each
Supernode runs an instance of the deployment alongside Scampi. In the figure, the different
colours signify different independent runnable components (operating system processes). At
the bottom is the web server, for which we use a Node.js application and an NGINX web server,
that provides a portal view to the system. From this portal, the user can both download the
native Here & Now Android application and directly interact with its Web version. The
interaction with the RIFE DTN fronthaul dissemination system, the Scampi router, is done via the
green components at the top right of the figure. These components run as a Java application,
which interfaces with a local Scampi instance (shown as “ICN cache” in the figure). In addition,
there is a secure sandboxed execution environment for executing scripts received from the
network, shown in blue at the top left corner of the figure. Between the frontend web server,
and the backend Scampi connectivity is a message bus, for which we use redis.
All the above framework components are running as background services, controlled and
managed via systemd. The web version of Here & Now is inserted into the Scampi router, and
automatically becomes available in the web server. We use a DNS entry in each Supernode to
resolve a custom domain name (“here.rife”) to the nearest web framework instance (IP of the
local Supernode device that runs the framework deployment).
Evaluation Use-Cases
Our evaluation focuses on a number of cases listed below. In each case, we first do a deployment
in the Guifi.Net testbed to validate the stability, and then into the Field Trial segment shown in
Figure 31. Further, each use-case will run in parallel with the ICN fronthaul to evaluate
concurrent operation of both fronthaul approaches.
1. Single-node operation. In this case we deploy a single instance of the framework into a
single Supernode. This allows us to test the scalability of a single instance, and compare
it against a traditional architecture.
2. Multi-node fully connected operation. In this case we deploy the framework instance
in each Supernode and direct users to the nearest instance. This allows us to evaluate
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the performance of a distributed deployment, including the messaging traffic between
the instances, delays, and overall usability improvement due to physically closer
deployment of the server to the end-user.
3. Disrupted operation. In this case we introduce artificial disruptions between the Scampi
nodes in the topology (see Figure 32), and simulate intermittent connections via data
carriers using a transit node at TUM. This allows us to validate the functionality of the
RIFE DTN fronthaul and the application when there is no well-connected infrastructure
deployment.

Lightweight edge computing platform
To overcome the challenges that the services are facing in community mesh networks, PiCasso
has been developed based on three main aspects: lightweight virtualization, service abstraction
layer over ICN and smart service orchestration. The lightweight virtualization technology such
as Docker container substantially reduces the size of service image as the system libraries can
be customized for each particular service. This makes the service deployment process in CMNs
more efficient as it requires less bandwidth for delivering the service. We also implement the
service abstraction layer over ICN which decouples the service from its original location. The
node requesting a service image by name can dynamically choose the optimal forwarding path
to retrieve a copy of service image from the nearest cache. This is very useful for service delivery
in CMNs as the link to the service repository can be highly intermittent (e.g., link broken, limited
bandwidth). Lastly, deploying service in CMNs requires the smart service orchestration to select
a suitable node to host the service. Given that the node availability in CMNs is vastly fluctuated,
a node can become suddenly unavailable (e.g., disconnected) or it might not have enough
resources to host the service. In this regard, we build the full functional monitoring system that
can monitor the nodes in the network. Subsequently, the decision engine applies this monitoring
data along with the smart algorithm to make the optimal decision for service deployment.
System overview
The overview of PiCasso platform is presented in Figure 35. The key entity is referred to Service
Controller (SC) that periodically observes the network topology and resource consumption of
potential nodes for the service deployment. In our model, we assume that the service providers
upload their services to a service repository inside the SC before distributing to the network
edge. To achieve the QoS and overcome the network connectivity problems, SC augments the
monitoring data along with service deployment algorithms to decide where and when to place
the services. We also introduce the Service Execution Gateway (SEG) which provides a
virtualization capability to run a service instance at the network edge (e.g., users’ house). In
PiCasso, we use Docker, a container-based virtualization to build lightweight services and deploy
across the SEGs. Each SEG is also equipped with the access point daemon (e.g., hostapd) to act
as the point of attachment for the end-users to access the services via WiFi connection. A
prototype of SEG has been developed on the Raspberry Pi 3 running the Hypriot OS Version
1.2.03 5. The Forwarding Node (FN) is responsible for forwarding the requests towards the
original content source or nearby caches. Each FN is equipped with storage, while dynamically

5

Hypriot Docker Image for Raspberry Pi. https://blog.hypriot.com/downloads/
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caching the content chunks that flow through it. Note that the FN does not necessarily need to
execute the services.

Figure 35: The Overview of the PiCasso Platform

System architecture
PiCasso’s architecture is presented in Figure 35 which contains the function blocks of each entity
(i.e., SC, SEG, and FN). Several ICN implementations 6 7 8 have been proposed during the past
decade. Among those implementations, Named Data Networking (NDN) 15 is the most suitable
candidate for PiCasso as it uses a simple stateful forwarding plane to utilize the distributed innetwork caching without any controlling entity. Currently, PiCasso is written in Python, and
implemented on top of NDN protocol stack and Docker.
The NFD forwarding plane sits between the application and transport layers while looking at
the content names and opportunistically forwarding the requests to an appropriate network
interface. It creates an ICN overlay to support name-based routing over the network. We
integrate the NFD forwarding plane to PiCasso architecture through a python wrapper of NDN
APIs, called PyNDN. The NFD maintains three types of data structure: Forwarding Information
Base (FIB), Pending Interest Table (PIT), and Content Store (CS). FIB table maintains name
prefixes with the outgoing interfaces based on routing protocols and forwarding strategies (e.g.,
broadcast). PIT keeps track of the Interest requests that have already been forwarded by
recording incoming faces and name of Interest messages. CS is a local cache integrated in every
NFD node
Service Execution runs on the SEG and has major functionalities as follows: registers the SEG to
the service controller, receives push command to instantiate and terminate services dynamically
regarding the decision of service deployment. This module uses docker-py, a python wrapper
for Docker to expose the controlling messages to Docker engine.

6

NetInf - Network of Information. http://www.netinf.org
PURSUIT a Pub/Sub Internet. http://www.fp7- pursuit.eu/PursuitWeb/.
8
RIFE: Architecture for an Internet for everybody. https://rifeproject.eu/.
7
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Monitoring Agent reports the SEG’s status to SC by considering two layers of measurements.
First, it measures the underlying hardware resources such as current memory usage, CPU
utilization, and CPU load. Second, it associates with Docker engine to report the status of running
containers (e.g., container names) and resource consumption inside each container (e.g., CPU
and memory usage).
Decision Engine (DE) is the core component of PiCasso that can make autonomic decisions of
service deployment based on the combination of various measurement metrics such as resource
consumption of underlying hardware, network topology, and service requirement. The DE also
contains the algorithm repository where the service deployment algorithms can be dynamically
updated regarding different deployment scenarios and service level agreements.
Service Repo is a repository storing dockerized compressed images. Our implementation allows
the third party service providers to upload their service along with a deployment description
augmented with specifications and QoS requirements. This description is written in JSON format.
Monitoring Manager periodically collects the monitoring data from each SEG and stores in the
database (Monitoring DB). It is implemented based on a time series database, called InfluxDB 9.
Decision engine
PiCasso relies on smart service deployment algorithms that aim to maximize the QoS as well as
the network resources. This operation is controlled by the Decision Engine (DE) where it
dynamically selects the appropriate algorithm from the repository regarding the scenario and
requirements of the network. The output of the algorithm is a list of selected nodes for the
service deployment and instantiation. In this paper, we propose HANET (HArdware and NETwork
Resources) heuristic algorithm, which is designed specifically for service deployment in the
unreliable network environment such as community mesh networks (CMNs). HANET uses the
state of the underlying CMN (i.e., qMp) to optimize service deployment decision. In particular,
it considers three sources of information: i) network bandwidth, ii) node availability, iii)
hardware resources to make optimal decisions13. First, we test HANET with the static data
obtained from the qMp network (i.e., bandwidth, availability, and CPU data). Then we ran
HANET in a real CMN (i.e., qMp) and quantify the performance achieved after deploying real
services. The HANET heuristic algorithm (see “Algorithm 1”, below) runs in three phases:
Phase 1 - Network Setup Phase: We initially build the topology graph of the qMp
network. The qMp topology graph is constructed by considering only operational nodes, marked
in “working” status, and having one or more links pointing to another node (i.e., we remove the
disconnected nodes). Once the topology graph is constructed, we check the availability of the
nodes in the network. The nodes that are under the predefined availability threshold (λ) are
removed. Then, we use the K-Means partitioning algorithm to group nodes based on their geolocation. The idea is to get back clusters of nodes that are close to each other. The K-Means
algorithm forms clusters of nodes based on the Euclidean distances between them, where the
distance metrics in our case are the geographical coordinates of the nodes. Each cluster contains
a full replica of a service, i.e., the algorithm in this phase partitions the network topology into k
(maximum allowed number of service replicas) clusters. This is plotted as KMeans C in Figure 36.

9

InfluxDB: The Time Series Database. https://www.influxdata.com/time-series-platform/influxdb/.
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Phase 2 - Computation Phase: This phase is based on the concept of finding the cluster
heads maximizing (argmaxC ∑ k i=1 ∑j∈Ci Bi j) the bandwidth (Bi j) between them and their
member nodes in the clusters Ck formed in the first phase. The bandwidth between two nodes
is estimated as the bandwidth of the link having the minimum bandwidth in the shortest path.
The computed cluster heads are the candidate nodes for the service deployment.
Phase 3 - Content Placement Phase: After the cluster heads are computed in Phase 2,
the services are placed on the selected cluster heads if their CPU load is under the predefined
threshold (α). If this condition is satisfied, the service image is pulled from the Service Repo and
pushed to the selected edge nodes (i.e., deployed and started). Notice that the threshold can be
set at the monitoring dashboard and the notification will be sent to the DE when the measured
CPU load violates this threshold.
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Algorithmic Performance and Complexity: Figure 36 depicts the average bandwidth to the
cluster heads obtained with the Random (default strategy in Guifi.Net), K-Means (Phase 1 of the
algorithm) and the HANET heuristic algorithm. This value reflects the average bandwidth
computed from the cluster heads to the other nodes within each cluster. Figure 36 reveals that
for the considered number of services k, HANET outperforms both K-Means and Random
placement. For k=2, the average bandwidth to the cluster heads has increased from 18.3 Mbps
(K-Means) to 27.7 Mbps (HANET), which represents a 33.8% improvement. The highest increase
of 45.67% is achieved when k=11. On average, when having up to 11 services (i.e. clusters) in
the network, the gain of HANET over K-Means is of 33%. Based on the observations from Figure
36, the gap between the two algorithms grows as k increases. We observe that k will increase as
the network grows. Accordingly, HANET will presumably render better results for larger
networks than the rest of strategies. The overall complexity of HANET is polylogarithmic O(n
2k+1 logn), which is significantly smaller than the brute force method and thus practical for
commodity processors.

Figure 36: Average Bandwidth to the Cluster Heads

Performance evaluation
This section analyzes the performance of PiCasso platform deployed in the qMp network. We
concentrate on the benchmarking of two services: user and network-focused services. From the
user services, we quantify the performance of the HANET heuristic using a stateless service
(ApacheBench) and a stateful Web2.0 service (Cloudsuite web serving benchmark). The
evaluation of end-user services is based on the web technology while the response time is the
key performance metric. On the other hand, the evaluation of network services focuses on the
efficiency of service delivery in PiCasso comparing with a traditional host-centric communication
(HCN) approach.
Evaluation of end-user services
Undoubtedly, deploying multiple service instances can significantly improve the QoS, since
servers or containers can balance the load and response to user requests faster. However, in
practice, it is not trivial to deliver a service instance in every location as it comes with extra costs
such as memory usage and bandwidth consumption. To balance this trade-off, we apply the
HANET service deployment heuristic to decide where to place the services. We compare the
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HANET heuristic with the Random heuristic i.e., the existing in-place and naturally fast strategy
in the qMp network.
Impact on Stateless User Services: In this evaluation, we focus on the response time of the HTTP
requests while considering a different number of replicas (e.g., k = 1 and k=2). The location of
the replica is determined by the HANET algorithm using the measurements from the qMp
dataset as well as the real-time monitoring data from the PiCasso platform. Based on HANET,
{SEG1} and {SEG1,SEG8} are selected for k=1 and k=2 respectively, as highlighted in Figure 37. In
this experiment, we consider a lightweight web server, namely hypriot/rpi-busybox-httpd which
contains a static single HTML document with a link to a local jpeg image (the payload size is 304
bytes). To generate the HTTP requests, the Apache tool is run in all deployed 10 SEGs as client
nodes. In each node, we configured the Apache tool to create a number of concurrent active
users as 10, subsequently sending 500 HTTP requests in total to the closest replica. Figure 37
illustrates the CDF of the response time collected from the Apache client nodes. Generally,
HANET achieves significantly lower response times compared to the Random heuristic. We
observed that, for k=1, 80% of the requests achieve response time less than 360 ms when using
HANET and 700 ms when using the Random, respectively. Furthermore, increasing the number
of replicas to k=2 also reduces the response time of both algorithms. By considering 80% of the
requests, HANET reduces the response time up to 190 ms and Random up to 324 ms, that is
about 47.22% and 53.71% improvement compared to k=1 case. For HANET, k=2 is quite
sufficient as almost 90% of the requests can achieve the response time less than 500 ms which
is widely acceptable for the static web application.
Impact on Stateful User Services: The second experiment is the Web 2.0 service which mimics
a social networking application (e.g., Facebook). The content of the Web 2.0 website is
dynamically generated from the actions of multiple users i.e., a dynamic content. For the
evaluation, we use the dockerized version of the CloudSuite Web Serving benchmark. The
Cloudsuite benchmark has four tiers: the web server, the database server, the memcached
server, and the clients. Each tier has its own Docker image. The web server runs Elgg social
networking engine and it connects to the memcached server and the database server. The
clients (implemented using the Faban workload generator) send requests to login to the social
network and perform different operations. We use 10 SEGs attached to the qMp ORs, where
nine of them act as clients. One of the nodes is used to deploy the web server. The web server,
database server, and memcached server are always collocated in the same host. On the client
side, we measure the response time when performing some operations such as: posting on the
wall, sending a chat message, updating live feed operation, etc. In Cloudsuite, to each operation
is assigned an individual QoS latency limit. If less than 95% of the operations meet the QoS
latency limit, the benchmark is considered to be failed. The location of the web server, database
server, and memcached server has a direct impact on the client response time. Figure 19 depicts
three Cloudsuite operations performed when placing the web server with the HANET and
Random heuristic. Figure 19 reveals that HANET outperforms Random for all the operations; for
PostingInTheWall operation the improvement brought by HANET is 26.4%, for
SendChatMessage operation 35.7% and for UpdateActivity operation 24%. We can notice that
the gain brought by HANET is higher for more intensive workloads (i.e., on average 53%
improvement when performing 40 operations per client). Further, Figure 38 shows the average
CPU load observed in the clients when performing a different number of operations. The figure
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reveals that for 40 operations per client, CPU is reaching a load of 3, and as a result of this we
have higher response times.

Figure 37: Response Time of HTTP Requests

Figure 38: Cloudsuite Operations (HANET vs. Random)
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Evaluation of network services
To evaluate PiCasso in terms of network services, we focus on service delivery capability while
considering how service instances are made available at the network edge. We focus on the
delivery cost which is the total time counting from when the DE makes a service deployment
decision until the service is delivered to the SEG. We compare the delivery cost of our solution
(PiCasso) with the classic host-centric networking approach (HCN) which is commonly used in
many edge computing platforms such as Cloudy16 and Paradrop17. To implement this approach,
we disable in-network caching facility of PiCasso and direct the service to be delivered from the
service repo to each SEG, which is also similar to the IP unicast.
Analysis of Service Delivery Cost: In this evaluation, we select four dockerized containers which
have different image sizes from the docker hub (see details in Table 10) and migrate them from
the service repository to all the deployed SEGs.

Table 10: Comparison of the Average Delivery Cost

Overall, the average delivery cost achieved by PiCasso is substantially lower than the HCN
approach. For instance, PiCasso can reduce the delivery cost of the armbuild/debian image from
154.94 to 70.74 seconds which is about 54% improvement compared to the HCN solution. To
have a closer look how a service image is delivered, we focus on the Debian image and plot the
delivery time across each node, as presented in Figure 39. By comparing HCN and PiCasso, we
observe that every SEG is better off through the in-network caching and named-based routing
capabilities of PiCasso. The SEGs running PiCasso are able to retrieve the data chunks from the
nearest cache (discussion will be provided with Figure 40). On the other hand, the HCN approach
is inefficient in terms of bandwidth utilization. Given an example of SEG6, HCN acquires 295
second to deliver the service which is converted to 0.49 MBps throughput. However, from the
iperf measurement, the bandwidth between SEG6 and the service repo is approximately 1.32
MBps. As previously stated in qMp Network Characterization section, the resources in qMp
network are not uniformly distributed. This indicates that the traditional HCN approach is not
sufficient to support the service delivery in this dynamic environment.

Figure 39: Inspecting the delivery cost of each SEG
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Investigating Traffic Consumption of Service Delivery: Previous results demonstrated that
PiCasso efficiently improves the service delivery in the qMp network. To further investigate this,
we perform sensitivity analysis on the amount of traffic that is consumed for delivering the
service images to the SEGs. We inspect the amount of traffic among SEGs and the service
controller from the nfd-status reports. However, the information from these reports contains
only the traffic of an overlay network. To construct the actual traffic that spread over the qMp
network, we map the paths from PiCasso overlay with the routing tables of BMX6/7 routing
protocol used in the qMp. For instance, the path between service controller and SEG5 (see
Figure 35) can be mapped to UPC-Portal - UPC-Alix - GSgV rb - GSgranVia - CanBruixa (i.e., names
denote as the OR nodes). Figure 40 presents the distribution of data traffic sent among the ORs
to deliver a service image to all 10 SEGs. Here, we solely present the results of delivering
armbuild/debian image (the largest image size in the experiments) due to space constraints. The
total amount of traffic consumed by HCN approach is approximately 5.375 GB while our PiCasso
achieved only 3.05 GB which is about 43.24% reduction. In case of HCN, the most dominant
traffic path is a link between GSgV rb and UPC-Portal since this is a bottleneck link between
nodes deployed in qMp and the service controller at UPC Campus North. In contrast, PiCasso
significantly reduces the traffic over this link. The reason is that PiCasso takes benefits of the
edge caching by allowing SEGs retrieve the service image from the closer node. As illustrated in
Figure 40, we deployed SEG1 at the node GSgVrb which has the highest degree centrality (i.e., it
is well connected by other nodes). In this manner, several nodes (e.g., SEG2, SEG5, SEG6, SEG8,
SEG9) can directly retrieve the data chunks from the cache of SEG1. This is very useful as the
cache is utlized closer to the network edge.

Figure 40: The Data Traffic Distributed Over qMp Network
The X and Y axes denote the name of qMp routers while the gradient on each coordination represents the
density of traffic (MBytes) over a link between two routers.
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5 EVALUATION OF THE RIFE BACKHAUL
The satellite backhaul validation includes some development and prototyping on the OpenSAND
testbed platform that has been described in the Appendix (White Paper) to the RIFE deliverable
D3.3 - Technical Note on Architecture and Dissemination strategies for low-cost satellite
services.
The tested concepts, developing a model for a new service category in satcom called
opportunistic usage dedicated to the offering of low cost access, are described in the Appendix
to deliverable D3.3.
Demonstration, validation, and measurement are reported through 3 main test use cases. These
use tests illustrate different possible implementations (that could be integrated, partially or in
totality, in a single solution for introducing the opportunistic category of traffic).

Transport-level approach with selected steering to PEP
The test consists in selecting among the processed traffic flows to send which are the ones
eligible to be accelerated by a PEP proxy (corresponding to primary traffic category) and which
shall not be accelerated on purpose ( relevant to the secondary and/or opportunist category).
The expectation is that opportunistic traffic has reduced peak data rates.
We have chosen in those tests that all TCP flows sent towards user A (IP= 192.168.19.1) behind
satellite terminal ST1, are all normally accelerated. Equivalent TCP flows sent for user B, behind
satellite terminal ST2, meant to be opportunistic, are not PEP-accelerated.
Note that a side advantage in this approach is that the central PEP taking care of the flow
accelerating on the forward link (from the satellite Gateway to the Satellite terminal) is not
impacted by the processing load for flow, thanks to a an ingress filtering (manageable for
example on the upstream router).
Overall Setup
The overall testbed setup is shown as follows (c.f Figure 41):
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Figure 41: Overall Testbed

Software and configuration
•

OpenSAND is used with allocated capacity on the return link

•

a shared data link of 10 Mbps (forward link) and a 5 Mbps return link (peak data rate
per terminal) are configured on OpenSAND

•

The TCP PEP software rely on the open source PEPsal implementation, v2.010. TCP PEP
is installed both at the GW side and a ST side (at ST1 only).
Iperf client and Iperf servers (running on Linux Worksations) are used to generate and
receive TCP traffic.

•

Focus on the Selected PEP interception at Gateway PEP
The implementation and configuration of the selected PEP interception towards works as
follows:
PEPsal normally requires iptables filter on each PEP stations, to intercept incoming traffic so
that it can redirect it to the local PEP process.
This filter, unconditionally to the destination, is usually done on the GW through the following
command:
iptables -A PREROUTING -t mangle -p tcp -i eth0 -j TPROXY --on-port 5000 --tproxy-mark 1

In our configuration, we want to intercept all traffic except to the one for opportunistic users,
identified here with the ST2 subnet (192.168.20.0/24).

10

See https://wiki.net4sat.org/doku.php?id=pepsal:index
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The following filter shall therefore be used, with addition of the 192.168.20.0 exclusion (noted
by “!”):
iptables -A PREROUTING -t mangle -p tcp -i eth0 –d ! 192.168.20.0/24 -j TPROXY --on-port 5000 --tproxymark 1

Results and measurements
The tests are performed for a selected pattern of file size, sent/received with iperf on each
workstation. The numerical vales are averaged on 2 file passes.
The results are found below:
File size (kB)

Towards Opportunist user
(192.168.20.1)

Towards non-Opportunist
user (192.168.19.1)

Average
throughput
(kbps)

Average
delay (kbps)

Average
throughput
(kbps)

Average delay
(kbps)

40

129

2,539

451

0,710

120

266

3,615

447

2,147

280

515

4,350

1039

2,155

600

830

5,780

893

5,399

1200

1214

7,910

1571

6,131

2500

1907

10,502

2633

7,611

5000

3278

12,361

3360

11,916

10000

5553

14,535

5828

14,184

Table 11: OpenSAND Testbed Results
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Figure 42: Throughputs
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Acceleration Ratio

Finally, the acceleration factor, which is computed as the ratio, for each file size, of the obtained
throughput for non-opportunist users over throughput for opportunist users, is shown below.
4.00
3.50
3.00
2.50
2.00
1.50
1.00
0.50
0.00
File size (KB)

Figure 43: Acceleration rate

As it can be noted acceleration tend towards 1 for the larger file sizes.
The main conclusion drawn from the experiment is that the proposed approach is indeed valid,
but with a main interest for short files – that do represent in number a high share in number of
the total traffic observed in broadband access networks.
Our second conclusion is therefore that this sole selected PEP interception scheme shall be
completed. The previously proposed QoS scheme design, which is applicable for any file size is
therefore of interest.

QoS management for opportunistic usage
As explained in the Appendix to deliverable D3-3, our main objective is to use the unused
bandwidth in order to offer a free or quasi free Internet connectivity to Opportunistic customers.
We propose an opportunistic QoS solutions based on a joint architecture deployed both on the
GW (for the satellite Forward link service) and the STs (for the satellite Return link service).
Considering the links asymmetry, notably in terms of access schemes and constraints, both
technical solutions are different.
The following tests have for main objective to verify that our proposal can be applied in the
satcoms, and so, notably fulfil the following mandatory requirements:
•
•

Show that the opportunistic traffic does not impact the regular traffic (and the
associates QoE for users);
Show that the opportunistic traffic is capable to take the best of the unused resources.
Overall Setup

To realize our tests, we used 2 different tools developed in collaboration with the CNES (French
Space Agency):
•

OpenSAND, a network emulation platform modeling end-to-end satellite
communication, and extra modules (QoS server, Policy Decision Function (PDF), Policy
Enforcement Function (PEF)
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•
•

OpenBACH, a metrology platform enabling fast deployment of test scenarios, ensuring
the tests reproducibility, and providing graphical analysis tools.
The DPI platform based on nDPI open source software.
OpenSAND

The OpenSAND software and architecture has already been described in D3.3.
We configure it to emulate a geostationary satellite with a DVB-S2/DVB-RCS2 waveform. The
satellite segment topology (i.e. satellite, STs, GW) is the same as the one used for the Transport
test, shown in Figure 41.
On the forward link the physical satellite available resources are restricted to 3Mbauds
accessible for both ST1 and ST2 with a MODCOD of QPSK1/2. This means that both STs share a
3Mbps bandwidth.
The return link is configured with equivalent resource available for each Satellite Terminal.
OpenBACH

Figure 44: Openbach Topology

OpenBach uses agents, deployed on physical or virtual machines, and a centralized controller to
make them execute some jobs (pre-defined action that just need to be configured).
Figure 44 shows the topology we used for our test. Both WS01 and WS02 are servers located on
the GW side, and WS11 and WS21 are end-users, respectively behind the regular terminal (ST1)
and the opportunistic terminal (ST2).
Finally, we created some test scenarios with OpenBACH (cf. Figure 45, and realized a set of tests
to identify the impact of the opportunistic traffic on the primary traffic.
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Figure 45: Example of a Test Scenario

Use of DPI
The use of the nDPI tool in OpenSAND enables an accurate recognition and identification (via
the use of tags) of the different flows according to their applications (more than 100 applications
can be identified). Our OpenSAND platform uses then the QoS server API to filter the tagged
flows, and the PDF and PEF modules to define and apply the opportunistic rules, as described in
the Appendix to deliverable D3.3.
This enables not only to consider opportunistic QoS for opportunistic customer, but also to use
the opportunistic QoS methods for regular customers. We can notably delay some applications
or service that are not delay-sensitive and/or bitrate sensitive.
However, this is not required for the technical validation of the use of the opportunistic QoS,
and could introduce some bias in the test evaluation. Thus, we focus on the understanding of
the impact of the opportunistic customers on the primary customers’ experience.
IPtables
The tests we present in the following are based on the differentiation of the regular ST and
opportunistic ST in function of their IPs.
Finally, we used IPtables rules to modify the ToS (Type of service) field of the IP packet header
in function of the destination ST IPs. This setting is done on the GW.
ToS=46 is assigned to ST1 flows.
ToS=0x0 is assigned to ST2 flows.
Results and measurements
The next series of figures illustrate the main consequences of the use of an opportunistic traffic
on the regular traffic in different situations.
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We used the Linux socat application to download different types of files, and measure the
effective bit rate of reception.
Figure 46 shows that when both kinds of traffic are launched in the same time, the opportunistic
one can benefit from the available resources at the beginning of the TCP connections to send
some data, without downgrading at all the regular traffic that achieve to consume, alone, the
3000 kbps shared link.

Figure 46: Opportunistic and Regular Traffic Launched Together

The large RTT (more than 500ms) even exacerbates the inefficiency of TCP during the slow start
(0-5000ms), which implies that each servers do not achieve to saturate the link waiting for the
ACKs. Room is therefore available for opportunistic traffic at this stage.
As soon as the regular connection increases, the opportunistic connection has to reduce its
bitrate. Opportunistic connection has to idle the transmission until bandwidth is available after
completion of the regular connection, at 33000ms.
Figure 47 shows what happens for a launch of an opportunistic traffic 10s after the regular one,
i.e, when the regular traffic has already been established. The opportunistic traffic tries to send
some data but has to wait for the end of the regular traffic. No downgrading of the regular traffic
has been observed.

Figure 47: Regular and then Opportunistic Traffic

Figure 48 shows what happens when the launch of the opportunistic traffic occurs before the
launch of the regular traffic, thus, regular traffic start when the opportunistic one is established.
As soon as the regular traffic is beginning, the opportunistic reduces and then stops its sending.
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Figure 48: Opportunistic and then Regular Traffic

Figure 49 shows that the regular traffic is not impacted by the opportunistic when starting during
an active session of opportunistic service. In some tests, we observe that the regular download,
launched alone, may need more time than a regular traffic launched with an opportunistic
traffic. We explain this by some internal TCP / network / OS scheduling events (“appearing” to
be random) but not by the presence of the opportunistic flow by itself.

Figure 49: Impact of the Opportunistic Traffic

Figure 50 illustrates the case when periods of inactivity occur during a day. This is commonly
happening in satcom, when peak hours succeed to quiet hours (night time for instance).

Figure 50: Two Successive Regular Traffics and One Opportunistic

The opportunistic traffic succeeds to exploit the available bandwidth, with no noticeable impact
of the TCP operation methods, such as RTO (Retransmission TimeOut), or reordering.
Figure 51 shows the transmission of a web page when a regular background traffic is occupying
the bandwidth. We can see at time 16:54:23 and 16:54:35 that the opportunistic QoS manages
to send two short web objects (around 10kB each) without noticeable rate reduction for the
regular flows.
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Figure 51: Short Size Opportunistic Traffic in a Congested Environment

Finally, Figure 52 illustrates the evolution of the MAC layer queue of the satellite GW when a
regular and opportunistic flows are launched at the same time. Note that this point of measure
shows the buffer state after the opportunistic scheduling policy and packet dropping has been
done (i.e. at IP level).

Figure 52: Queue Size Evolution
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We can first notice the period of inactivity during the slow start that is profitable to the
opportunistic traffic. Then, opportunistic traffic manages to send some data when the regular
traffic queue has a temporary decrease (this repercussion is not particularly noticeable on the
end-user bitrate). Finally, the end of the regular traffic enables the opportunistic traffic to
occupy the bandwidth.
Conclusion on the opportunistic QoS
The opportunistic QoS methods that have been implemented on OpenSAND show very good
results, in conformance to what was expected. Both requirements are fulfilled:
•

Regular traffic is not downgraded

•

Opportunistic traffic succeeds to profit from the unused resources.

This allocation scheme could be used to introduce a new category of user (free or quasi free user
but with zero guaranty), but can also be used to improve the connection of the primary or
secondary customers. As explained in previous section, the use of nDPI enables a fine granularity
in the flows differentiation, which enables to apply the opportunistic QoS to some specific
applications of a primary user. This would globally enhance its QoE and reduce their SLA
limitation.

Use of a joint unicast/multicast solution to improve the opportunistic quality of
experience
As described in the Appendix to deliverable D3.3, the opportunistic user could also benefit from
a satellite broadcast/multicast capacity. This capacity may be available from dedicated resource
on the same satellite that is being used for broadband services (e.g. on other frequency bands,
e.g. Ku band while broadband is transported over Ka band). The service aggregation can even
be performed with a second satellite, requiring for the terminal a second antenna steered on a
second orbital position and/or a second modem.
In the following, we present some tests that illustrate how the opportunistic user can benefit
from the multicast to improve its QoE, and notably have access to video experience (which is
unlikely if the customer benefits only from the opportunistic QoS traffic).
The proposed solution consists in a particular implementation of the Multicast Adaptive Bitrate
scheme (M-ABR).
Overall Setup
The following schema (Figure 53) represents the tests platform used to emulate nodes
connection between 2 clients and a video Server through the satellite components (STs and GW).
A caching proxy (SQUID) is implemented, completed with a Web server (Apache). Due to some
OpenSAND implementation constraints, two machines for each ST are used for acquiring the
service of broadband/unicast, on the one hand, and broadcast/multicast on the other hand.
Service aggregation is done on a third machine (ST/Proxy). End-user clients are connected to this
last ST/Proxy.
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Figure 53: Network Topology of the Platform

Unicast mode procedure
If an HTTP video content (HTTP-DASH Video content) is requested by a single primary client, it is
sent in unicast mode. The primary client establishes a standard end-to-end HTTP connection
with the Server to request video segments.
As is, this approach is not transposable for opportunistic customer.
Unicast to Multicast transition
A list of all the contents being diffused in multicast mode and their corresponding multicast
groups is periodically broadcasted. This way, every STs always know which contents are being
diffused in multicast. The broadcasted list includes:
•

The name of the content

•

The IP multicast address (possibly several addresses for a dynamic multicast strategy)

•

The port (possibly several ports for a dynamic multicast strategy)

•

The priority of the content (for the study of strategies)

•

A reference of the video segments sent by each multicast group (number ID of the first
and the last video segment)

Subsequently STs are able to request content.
The following scheme illustrates this procedure for the successive requesting of a content
named “C1” from a regular user, then from an opportunistic user.
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Figure 54: Opportunistic User Asking for a Content Already Requested by a Regular User

So, every time a client requests content, the ST checks if the content belongs to the list of the
contents being diffused in multicast. Since it is the first request for that content, the content is
not present in the list, so the client requests the content by means of the typical unicast mode.
The Client1 (behind ST1) thus uses an end-to-end DASH/HTTP connection with the origin server
to obtain the requested video. Then, we suppose that the second client (Client2), which is
connected to a different oST (i.e. ST2), requests the same content (a given time later). The
Client2 is as well served in unicast mode at the beginning, in an opportunistic mode. This way,
the client2 starts to store the beginning of the content. At the same time, the GW has detected
that the same content has been requested by a second user and begins to prepare the multicast
transmission.
For that, the GW adds the content and 2 multicast groups to the broadcasted list. The first group
will replace the content that is currently being diffused by the first client, and the second group
will diffuse the content missed by the second client. Both STs subscribe to the first multicast
group but only the Client2 subscribes to the second multicast group. Once the STs check the
broadcasted list and subscribe to their corresponding multicast groups, the GW sends the
contents. At this moment, each ST is receiving the content in both multicast and unicast mode,
but in a different mode (regular and opportunistic mode).
Results and measurements
For those tests, we supposed that the requested content is already cached in the GW and there
is no need to get it from the Origin Server. Nevertheless, if necessary, the GW could get it from
the server, and fast enough if this Origin Server (or a Surrogate) is close to the GW.
Unicast to multicast transition
The verification tests consist in checking the behavior of the 2 clients when they request the
same content.
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The test procedure is the following:
•

The Client1 requests the DASH video content through the HTTP+DASH protocols to the
Origin Server. Thus, the selected video resolution is selected and continuously adjusted
during the display, according to the evolution of available capacity from the network
and satcom characteristics.

•

The GW delivers the HTTP content to the Client1.

•

After 1 minute (30 video segments with a configured video segmentation of 2 seconds),
the Client2 requests the same content through DASH/HTTP unicast protocol.

•

After receiving the second requests, the GW delivers the content to the Client2 in an
opportunistic unicast as well, in order to serve him as soon as possible. At the same time,
the GW sends through 2 different multicast groups the current content of Client1, and
the content missed by Client2. The resolution of the content is the one requested by the
regular ST through its own bandwidth estimation.

•

Each ST stops making HTTP request once it detects it has cached enough video segments
(3 video segments by default) on the SQUID cache proxy.

The following figure (Figure 55) shows the total traffic received by both STs, and the Buffer usage
length of both DASH players. This indicator is used as an assessment of the QoE perceived by
each Client. A constant, non-empty buffer length, is an indication of good QoE.

Figure 55: Reactivity of M-ABR Like on Unicast to Multicast Transition

For each ST, the throughput variations at the beginning represent the unicast HTTP traffic. Once
the HTTP connection is stopped, we can observe that the throughput (corresponding to the one
of the sole multicast traffic) becomes stable. Indeed, the multicast carousel is configured with a
fixed bitrate. No other unicast connection is sent over the air.
We can see that after a time, the Client2 fully benefits from the multicast service, and receives
the video content without increase of the global bandwidth usage.
Remark: As long as the opportunistic client is waiting for the beginning of the video (which is
transmitted in the opportunistic QoS mode), it cannot watch the video but can only start storing
it in its local cache.
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Conclusion on the Multicast/unicast conversion for opportunistic usage
The unicast to multicast conversion is envisioned by the satcom community as an interesting
axis to improve the QoE of users and reduces their SLA limitation. In this study, we also showed
that this can also be used for the opportunistic customer.
The results obtained thanks to the joint use of both technical solutions are validating the
introduction of a new kind of customer: the opportunistic customers. Further studies are
envisioned to introduce this new feature in future satcom solutions.

Satellite Multicasting experimental results
A 700 MB archive, containing 3 video files and associated web applications, was multicasted
from AVANTI’s Goonhilly GES multicast server to the multicast receiver(s) in Tarragona via HYLAS
1 satellite. In this experiment, we have monitored two metrics and more specifically the total
throughput (measured in kbps) and the total data transferred (measured in MB) with respect to
time in 5 minute intervals. Data was collected through an online tool called ‘Graphite’ that was
configured accordingly for this multicasting session.
The results of the multicasting experiment are shown in Figure 56. It can be clearly seen that the
739 MB have been successfully multicasted in approximately 28 minutes and 55 seconds (started
at 12:53 PM and ended at 13:21 PM) at an average bitrate of 3.3 Mbps. Note that the low
transmission rate does not affect in any way the quality of service experienced by end-users
since the multicasted content will be accessible only after the archive transfer to the multicast
receiver is completed and unpacked. The end-users, though the ICN fronthaul would
subsequently be able to view the video content though the respective web application by
accessing the edge cache locally.

Figure 56: Transfer of a 700 MB archive to the multicast receiver

Conclusion
The benefits of satellite IP multicasting incorporated in an ICN fronthaul enabled node have been
successfully demonstrated trough this proof-of-concept experiment. The bit rate requirements
for the multicasting session are quite low thereby achieving a low load and high bandwidth
efficiency on the link, on top of the inherent advantages of multicasting with respect to overall
bandwidth efficiency.
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6. CONCLUSION
This deliverable has described operational aspects and the technical validations performed on
both the RIFE Lab Testbed at Gifi.Net in Barcelona and on the Field Trial comprising 5 villages in
Tarragona.
The document presented the final RIFE architecture, explained the reasons behind the Field Trial
design decisions that were taken and described the equipment, the deployments and
configurations. Additional information was given about the satellite installations.
The procedures for accessing the facilities have been given and the monitoring points and
capabilities were described, before the validation process and the measurement results on both
the fronthaul (dissemination strategies, including DTN) and backhaul (e.g., multicast gain and
edge caching) network elements were presented.
Some software de-bugging and operational issues were included, to show the insights that were
gained for subsequent developments and deployments in the field of ICN. These insights from
the configuration of the Field Trial ranges from important operational insights, i.e., deploying a
new software platform based on novel protocols in a new operational environment, via direct
engagement with a user community with the goal of deployment, to insights in terms of the
network performance.
The overall operational process of staging, testing and deploying in a manner that allowed real
users to access real internet sources has been one of the key takeaways from this work in WP4.
It has provided partners with the confidence to attempt more rigorous tests and experiments in
follow-on efforts such as those in the H2020 FLAME project with more than 20 experiments and
user-facing trials being planned throughout 2018 and 2019. The various insights into
performance bottlenecks (e.g., on the ICN core platform side) and performance monitoring (e.g.,
FLIPS uses an advanced monitoring solution built on that presented in Section 3) were crucial in
raising the expected TRL of those future experiments to TRL8.
Overall, our trial has shown that the joint POINT and RIFE solutions enable communities to
deploy purely software-based implementations of novel ICN architectures in a manner that
allows for accessing standard Internet services, while also allowing for deploying with
commercial IP-based solutions as a fallback, aiding the development and deployment of those
novel software solutions.
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